Busch Campus

Busch Student Center Area
All-day programs 10 a.m.–4 p.m.

2017 Senior Design Exhibition
Multipurpose Room
Marvel at the talents of Rutgers mechanical and aerospace engineering students. Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering BSC-226

CCLC Family Care Solutions
Learn how this on-campus childcare center serves the needs of the Rutgers community. Institutional Planning and Operations, Economic Development Group BSC-234

Discover Rutgers’ Outdoor Swim Club
Dive in! Check out this best-kept secret: a Rutgers community swim club and children’s swim team right on campus. University Swim Association Inc. BSC-559

Experience Rutgers Online
International Lounge
Experience Rutgers Online through virtual reality in collaboration with Rutgers University—New Brunswick Summer Session. Join us to learn about our online degree programs and pursue what’s next! Center for Online and Hybrid Learning and Instructional Technologies BSC-309

Experience Summer Session
International Lounge
Experience Rutgers University—New Brunswick Summer Session through virtual reality in collaboration with Center for Online and Hybrid Learning and Instructional Technologies. Join us to learn about our latest program offerings, including pre-college summer academies, hands-on activities, giveaways, and more! Office of Summer and Winter Sessions BSC-293

K–12 Makerspace Mashup
International Lounge
Hack, craft, create, and innovate with a fun maker project—like Brush Bots (turn toothbrushes into robots)—that demonstrate the maker movement in K–12 education. Center for Mathematics, Science, and Computer Education BSC-413

Planning and Building the Future Campus
Fireside Lounge
Preview Rutgers 2030, the physical master plan for the New Brunswick Campus. Campus planners and architects answer questions and share exhibit boards. Planning, Development and Design, University Facilities and Capital Planning BSC-230

Rutgers Esports Smashdown
Busch Student Center
Talk about friendly competition! Hang with the gaming community at Rutgers and have fun playing Super Smash Bros. Rutgers Esports BSC-305

Rutgers Makerspace
Lot 59
Get a glimpse of the capabilities of this collaborative workspace, including milling, 3D printing, laser cutting, and engraving. Take home a sample! Rutgers Makerspace, Division of Continuing Studies BSC-431

Rutgers Refuels: Alternative Energy Vehicles
Lot 59
Talk with electric and low-carbon car enthusiasts, and learn how Rutgers’ solar farms support carbon-free vehicle miles in our state. Center for Advanced Infrastructure and Transportation (CAIT) BSC-225

Virtual Rutgers: Making Reality
International Lounge
Explore Rutgers architecture, history, and student creations through technologies that make the virtual real. Center for Online and Hybrid Learning and Instructional Technologies; Division of Continuing Studies BSC-556

Engineering Area
All-day programs 10 a.m.–4 p.m.

Atoms Up Close!
Engineering Building, A Wing, room 117
See single atoms using one of the most powerful microscopes in the world. Institute for Advanced Materials, Devices, and Nanotechnology BEA-241

School of Health Professions
Circle of Allied Health
Head over to the big tent in the Life Sciences area, hosted by the School of Health Professions. We’re celebrating our 40th anniversary with games, giveaways, and great advice for a healthier, happier you.

Biomedical Engineering Showcase
Meet students, hear about their experiences, and see live demonstrations of their amazing projects. Department of Biomedical Engineering BEA-347

Build a Bridge!
Kids get a big kick out of engineering a small bridge from a variety of materials. Bridges to Prosperity BEA-123

Build a Model Arm
Can you think like a biomedical engineer? Use balsa wood, rubber bands, yarn, and straws to build an arm that can flex and extend. Bioengineering Society BEA-128

Come See the Future of Computers! 8, 10
Hill Center, rooms 252 and 254; Computational Biomedicine, Imaging, and Modeling (CBIM) Building, room 22
See the latest in computer science—robotics research, virtual reality environments, electronics, 3D printing, advanced computer security, and more. The future is here! Department of Computer Science BEA-63

Concrete Canoe and Steel Bridge
See what students are creating with innovative materials and designs. Autonomic Computational Science and Engineering BEA-424

Electrical and Computer Engineers in Action
Recharge your imagination! See how Rutgers engineers everything from wireless systems to green energy and virtual reality. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering BEA-198

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Where to Eat

The Busch Student Center features a food court and dining hall offering a cafeteria-style menu at a special Rutgers Day price of $10.

Engineering BBQ is located in the Engineering Area.

Vendors are set up throughout the campus.

Engineering BBQ
Dig in! Students are grilling hamburgers, veggie burgers, hot dogs, chicken, and more. School of Engineering BEA-222

Engineering Clean Water
How is drinking water treated before it reaches your tap? Hands-on demonstrations and displays. Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering BEA-236

Engineering Science Fair
See how ideas are transformed from fantasy into reality as Rutgers’ engineering masterminds tackle formula race cars, energy-efficient cars, flight simulators—and even ice cream. School of Engineering BEA-221

Everyday Chemistry
See everyday chemistry in exciting new ways! American Institute of Chemical Engineers BEA-422

Extreme Engineering
Create a bridge using popsicle sticks and test its strength. Society of Hispanic Engineers BEA-45

Flight Simulator
Try out our flight simulator, and see our competition airframes. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics BEA-200

Formula Race Car
See the Rutgers formula race car, built and driven by engineering students. Rutgers Formula Racing BEA-423

Fun Math!
Crunch some numbers: mathematical puzzles, fun number sequences, and other math-related miscellany. Department of Mathematics BEA-138

Fun with Packaging Engineering
Games and projects for kids and adults—all from packaging! Packaging Engineering Program BEA-80

Green Screen Getaway
Hill Center, room 116
Pose for a customized picture against a green screen, and bring home a keepsake print. Office of Information Technology BEA-333

Hands-on Engineering with Theta Tau
Polymer balls, penny boats, and cornhole games: have fun with members of Rutgers’ co-ed engineering fraternity. Theta Tau BEA-273

Industrial Engineering Senior Design
Check out feats of engineering: automated soccer trainer, tennis ball collector, basket weaver, and more! Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering BEA-201

Journey to the Center of the Internet
Discover how the internet works with a variety of fun, interactive activities. Office of Information Technology Help Desk BEA-280

Liquid Nitrogen Ice Cream
“Chill out” and watch our engineers make ice cream! Department of Materials Science and Engineering BEA-199

Robot Mania
Meet the amazing autonomous Tachikoma or challenge master gamer Tic-Tac-Toe AI, who gets smarter with every opponent. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers BEA-197

Robots, Drones, and Bridges, Oh My!
Wonder at the wizardry of student civil engineers: robots, drones, and the LiDAR and THMPER bridge-testing systems. Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering BEA-437

Rutgers Computer Science Community
Hill Center, room 252
Find all Rutgers’ computer science and tech student groups in one spot: the CAVE in Hill Center. Get answers to your questions about courses and curricula, and learn about our awesome community events: hackathons, tech talks, game jams, and more. Undergraduate Student Alliance of Computer Scientists BEA-487

Scarlet Headquarters for Alumni
Meet up with classmates and friends at Scarlet HQ: refreshments, photo booth, class-year buttons, and more. Rutgers University Alumni Association BEA-31

Swirl with SWE: Green Energy and Pinwheels
Make mini windmills with Rutgers women engineers and learn about the future of sustainable energy. Society of Women Engineers BEA-213

The CIRC Challenge
Use our augmented reality app to trigger actions on puzzle cards you collect at activity booths across campus. Solve the puzzle to enter a prize drawing. Cyberlearning Innovation and Research Center BEA-342

Tippy Tap Water Station
Don’t be a drip! Have fun washing your hands with a simple device you can easily build yourself. Engineers Without Borders BEA-567

Video Games from Rutgers’ Homegrown Developers
Hill Center
Next big thing? Get a glimpse of games created by student developers. Creation of Games Society BEA-299

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Life Sciences Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Accounting Trivia and Games
Test your knowledge of accounting and general business topics. Correct answers win prizes. Rutgers University Accounting Association BLSA-364

Allied Health Fun and Games
Drop by for kids’ games with medical and health care themes. Allied Health Professions Club BLSA-474

Ascend with Paper Airplanes
Write down your goals and dreams, then watch them soar in your own personalized paper airplane. Ascend, Rutgers—New Brunswick Chapter BLSA-498

Beading with Women in Business
Toss the ring for a prize: candy or a personalized Rutgers-themed bracelet. Rutgers Undergraduate Women in Business BLSA-398

Biology Games
Join biology students in playing games, winning prizes, and learning about science. Rutgers Biology Club BLSA-176

Biomaterials in the Body
Check out our 3D printed models and see how new bioengineered materials can help to heal the body. New Jersey Center for Biomaterials BLSA-329

Biopharma Bingo
Get B-I-N-G-O by matching phrases. Enter at our booth to win a prize. Clinical Trials Program/Biopharma Initiative, School of Health Professions BLSA-451

Clean Plate Club
Assist medical students in choosing healthy food items for your plate. Nutrition tips, too! Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project (HIPHOP), Office of Community Health, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School BLSA-348

CSI: Rutgers
Channel your favorite crime scene investigator (Sherlock Holmes? Horatio Caine?) using new-fangled forensics and old-fashioned police work. Program in Criminal Justice BLSA-93

DNA Sequencing at New Jersey Medical School
Learn how DNA sequencing services at Rutgers are helping physicians to diagnose and treat disease, while kids keep busy with a make-your-own DNA-molecule project. Molecular Resource Facility, Clinical Genetics Laboratory, Genomics Center, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-218

Doctor for a Day Photo Booth
Kids, dress up as a doctor, have your photo taken, and receive a diploma. Marketing and Communications, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-224

Educational Programs for the Science Community
From crash courses to boot camps to graduate school programs, learn about the many ways to teach and enjoy science. Institute for Quantitative Biology BLSA-297

Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy Alumni Tent
Gear up for a big 2017 as Rutgers pharmacy celebrates its 125th anniversary and opens its new building. Grab some swag, meet students and alumni, and find out how you can join the celebration. Development Office, Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy BLSA-184

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Fashion Trivia!  
Flaunt your fashion sense by answering questions about fashion history and trends. Win fashionable prizes! Fashion Organization of Retail and Marketing (FORM) BLSA-158

Fishing for Quality Health Information  
Cast your line for tips on staying healthy, answer wellness trivia, or learn where to catch dependable health information online. Health Sciences Libraries BLSA-372

Flexibility for All Ages and Stages  
Kids to seniors, have your flexibility tested by physical therapy students. Prizes for those who pledge to be flexibly fit. Doctor of Physical Therapy Program, School of Health Professions BLSA-457

Food Facts: See it to Believe it  
Find out how much salt, sugar, and fat are in your favorite foods, and review the new U.S. Dietary Guidelines with Rutgers nutritional scientists. Nutritional Sciences Programs, School of Health Professions BLSA-479

Fun Facts about Online Learning and Health Care  
Stop in, meet our team, and get the latest intel on online learning. Department of Interdisciplinary Studies, School of Health Professions BLSA-469

Fun with Health Trivia  
Meet the physician assistant team and test your knowledge with a medical trivia game. Physician Assistant Program, School of Health Professions BLSA-460

Game Day with Alpha Kappa Psi  
It’s all fun and games with students from this Rutgers co-ed business fraternity. Alpha Kappa Psi BLSA-363

Games and Crafts with Phi Beta Lambda  
Play a game that tests your business smarts to win a “crafty” prize: bouncy ball, custom T-shirt, or sand bracelet. Phi Beta Lambda BLSA-215

Games with WiCS: Women in Computer Science  
Solve mini-puzzles that introduce concepts behind coding and algorithms, or spin the quiz wheel for prizes. Women in Computer Science BLSA-432

Get to Know Rutgers Neurosurgery, Neurology, and Otolaryngology  
Activities for all ages pique interest in the advancing world of neurological medicine, with a special focus on patient care and services at Rutgers. Neurological Surgery, Neurology and Otolaryngology (Head and Neck Surgery) BLSA-246

Giving Games  
Take our challenge to learn how to evaluate charities, and earn a token to support the charity of your choice. Rutgers Effective Altruism BLSA-99

Gray Matters  
Build a brain model, and play games to learn about brain processing and learning. NeuroConnections, Department of Neuroscience and Cell Biology, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School BLSA-311

Growing Healthy!  
Plant seeds in a little pot to grow your own healthy vegetables. V.O.I.C.E.S., School of Public Health BLSA-44

Guess for Success and Raffles to Riches  
Is your guess correct? You win a prize! Take a chance on a raffle, too. Rutgers Business School Office of Undergraduate Programs BLSA-43

Health Care for Kids  
Soap up, kids! Learn how to wash your hands and use hand sanitizer properly. Plus vaccination guidance for parents. The One and the Same Foundation BLSA-455

Healthy Heart Check-Up  
Stop by for blood pressure screenings and expert advice on lowering your risk of cardiovascular disease. Cardiac and Vascular Sonography Programs, School of Health Professions BLSA-480

Hole-in-One Challenge  
Can you get all four bean bags in the hole? You win! Phi Chi Theta BLSA-229

How to Become a Medical Student  
Meet with current Rutgers medical students for mini information sessions on medical school. Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project (HIPHOP), Office of Community Health, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School BLSA-345

How Well Do You Know Your Body?  
Play games to learn about the nervous, cardiovascular, and respiratory systems. Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience BLSA-178

Human Body Puzzle  
Put together a life-size puzzle, and learn about the parts of the human body from Rutgers pre-health students. American Medical Student Organization BLSA-120

Idea Wall  
Share your opinions on various topics on the TEDxRutgers inspirational idea wall. TEDxRutgers BLSA-259

Jeopardy: Markets, Business, and Consulting  
May the best team win! Score a prize for business smarts in this two-round team challenge. Rutgers Consulting BLSA-296

Jersey Roots, Cosmic Reach  
Physics and Astronomy Building, room 401 Marvel at exciting discoveries made by Rutgers astronomers: planets, stars, galaxies, and the history of the universe. Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-467

Visit the Engineering Science Fair to experience how masterminds use their expertise to create a better, safer, and more sustainable world.

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
K–12 Students: Connect to Rutgers!  
Preview two Rutgers resources for the K–12 crowd: the Rutgers Pre-College Program Directory and the MyRutgersFuture student portal. Office of Enrollment Management, Research and Enrollment Information Services BLSA-5

Keepin’ It Wheel  
Show what you know about business—and about Rutgers’ professional business fraternity, Delta Sigma Pi. Candy and prizes! Delta Sigma Pi BLSA-302

Labs R Us!  
Learn fabulous lab facts while playing interactive games like Pin the Tail on the Parasite, Hematwist, and Toss Across with a red blood cell. Department of Clinical Laboratory Sciences, Medical Laboratory Science Program, School of Health Professions BLSA-29

Mocktail Lounge  
Imbibe creative nonalcoholic mocktails mixed up and served up by student culinistas. Culinary Club BLSA-181

Molecular Candy Lab  
Explore science at the molecular level by building DNA and other models with your favorite candy. RCSB Protein Data Bank and the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre BLSA-414

Oral Health Awareness  
Smile! Trivia games, expert tips on brushing and flossing, and info on healthy mouths and the dangers of smoking. Department of Community Health, Rutgers School of Dental Medicine BLSA-145

Oxfam Rutgers Serves the World  
Drop by for a fun activity showcasing this group’s mission of international service. Oxfam Rutgers BLSA-485

Paint-a-Tile Workshop  
Join this student group in painting keepsake tiles to take home. Great for kids! Rutgers Maternal and Child Health Organization, School of Public Health BLSA-102

Patient Care Outreach  
Learn about meditation and other stress relievers, or get healthy eating and exercise tips. Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy BLSA-92

Penny Jar Guessing Game  
Correctly guess the monetary value of the large jar of pennies to win cool Rutgers gear—and learn about valuation methods. Little Investment Bankers of Rutgers BLSA-426

Pharmacy Mini Health Fair  
Get a mini health check and advice from pharmacy students on nutrition and healthy lifestyles. Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy BLSA-61

Public Health Game Booth  
Get physical with a slew of fun activities: cornhole, ring toss, hula hoop, obstacle course, and more. Trivia games and raffle, too! Student Government Organization, School of Public Health BLSA-166

Put a Spin on Rutgers Business School’s Instagram  
Follow us on Instagram to earn a spin on the prize wheel. Rutgers Business School Office of Undergraduate Programs BLSA-283

RAMS Extravaganza  
Jump rope, make stickers, or hula hoop for prizes with members of the marketing student association. Rutgers Association of Marketing and Strategy BLSA-188

Rehabilitation for Your Mind and Body  
Play a game of wellness trivia and learn to keep your mind healthy. Fun prizes! Psychiatric Rehabilitation and Counseling Professions, School of Health Professions BLSA-454

Respiratory Care: Do Your Numbers Leave You Breathless?  
Take a deep breath! Therapists test your lungs and tell you what your numbers mean. Respiratory Care Program, School of Health Professions BLSA-444

Rethinking Drinking  
Learn about safe alcohol use and try out techniques—from apps to breathing exercises—for coping with negative emotions that can lead to drinking. Center of Alcohol Studies BLSA-324

RU Healthy?  
Get wellness screenings and info on nutrition, stress reduction, and the nursing profession. School of Nursing and Rutgers Student Nurses’ Association BLSA-84

Rutgers Business Carnival  
Enjoy cotton candy while playing business-themed, carnival-inspired games. Rutgers Business School, Office of Undergraduate Programs BLSA-40

Rutgers Business School Wheel of Business  
Spin the wheel and answer a Rutgers trivia question correctly to win an awesome prize. Rutgers Business School, Office of Undergraduate Programs BLSA-39

Rutgers ISAY: Inspiring South Asian Youth  
Fun, games, and prizes! Learn how the group empowers youth through leadership, service, and scholarship. Inspiring South Asian Youth (ISAY) BLSA-243

Rutgers New Jersey Medical School Admissions  
Learn your potential value as a medical student and physician, and talk to staff about the balanced consideration we give to life experiences, attributes, and academic metrics. New Jersey Medical School, Office of Admissions BLSA-155

Rutgers Red Cross Club Information Booth  
Make emergency contact cards for you and your loved ones while learning how this Rutgers club helps to keep communities safe. Red Cross Club BLSA-308

Rutgers Science Explorer  
Tour this custom-designed mobile laboratory that brings innovative hands-on science explorations to local schools across New Jersey. Math and Science Learning Center BLSA-97

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Stop by the Big R Stage, located in the Life Sciences Area, to check out some of Rutgers’ premier performances!

**Rutgers Science Explorer: Drilling into Science**  
Will you strike oil or go bankrupt? Have fun with chemistry, math, geology, and current events while learning how oil is formed and processed. **Math and Science Learning Center/Rutgers Science Explorer BLSA-98**

**Rutgers Surgery: On the Cutting Edge**  
Stay sharp! Participate in these fun-for-all-ages surgical activities. **Department of Surgery, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-227**

**Sand Art with Busch Residential Council**  
Layer sand in a bottle to create a colorful Keepsake. **Busch Residential Council BLSA-499**

**Scarlet Shark Tank**  
Spin a word wheel to inspire a business idea and give a short pitch to a student panel. The most impressive pitches win prizes. **Rutgers Entrepreneurial Society BLSA-501**

**School of Health Professions: Alumni Meet and Greet**  
Chat with members of the alumni association and take a shot at winning fun Rutgers prizes. **School of Health Professions Alumni Association BLSA-465**

**School of Health Professions: Games and Giveaways**  
Play horseshoes or a quiz game (and snag some swag) while our enrollment team fills you in on our programs. **Office of Enrollment Management, School of Health Professions BLSA-476**

**School of Public Health Tent**  
Learn how the school improves health and prevents disease in New Jersey and around the world through education, research, and service. **School of Public Health BLSA-103**

**Science Fun with SACNAS**  
Club members spread the word about science, with trivia games, giveaways, and other fun stuff. **Society for the Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science BLSA-488**

**Science Meets Business...FINALLY!**  
Learn how a Rutgers master of business and science degree brings together master’s level study in STEM fields with a business-plus curriculum. **Professional Science Master’s Program BLSA-78**

**Sink Your Teeth into This!**  
Open wide! Dental team members provide tips for improving oral health care. **Allied Dental Education Programs, School of Health Professions BLSA-449**

**Skills of a Surgeon?**  
Steady! Test your surgical skills using a popular game. **Alpha Epsilon Delta, National Premedical Honor Society BLSA-175**

**Solar Observation**  
Take a safe, close-up look at the sun and sunspots through telescopes equipped with solar filters. **Rutgers Astronomical Society BLSA-508**

**Solutions for Our Energy Future**  
Learn why Rutgers is at the forefront of alternative energy research, with expertise in science, engineering, economics, and policy. **Rutgers Energy Institute BLSA-135**

**Spin the Wheel with DECA**  
How well do you know Rutgers? Student business leaders test your knowledge and give out prizes. **Collegiate DECA BLSA-277**

**Startup Station: The Power of Data**  
Learn how to harness market data and other information to launch successful new businesses. **Business Information Technology Society BLSA-500**

**STEAM: The Intersection of the Sciences and the Arts**  
Make your own mathematical string art, explore art via code, and more while exploring the common attributes of both art and science. **STEAM (STEM + Arts) Club BLSA-260**

**Stem Cells and How They Work**  
Ask student scientists about the excitement of stem cell research—plus arts and crafts for kids. **Student Society for Stem Cell Research BLSA-343**

**Strawberry DNA Extraction**  
Extract DNA from strawberries, look at cells under a microscope, and learn about graduate school in the biomedical sciences. **Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences BLSA-154**

**Stuffed Animal Check-Up**  
Assist Rutgers medical students and volunteers with health exams for your favorite (stuffed and) furry friend. **Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project (HIPHOP), Office of Community Health, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School BLSA-343**

**Sweet Stop**  
Try your hand at decorating freshly baked mini cupcakes, with staff on hand to offer tips, techniques, and tasty toppings. **Dining Services BLSA-113**

**Tent of Big Ideas**  
The School of Arts and Sciences has a big presence on Rutgers Day! Experience the breadth and depth of Rutgers’ largest school. Don’t miss short, thought-provoking presentations by distinguished faculty on topics that cover the spectrum of arts and sciences. Pick up a passport, collect stamps from the school’s programs, and win a bag. **School of Arts and Sciences BLSA-89**

**Rutgers Science Explorer: Drilling into Science**  
Will you strike oil or go bankrupt? Have fun with chemistry, math, geology, and current events while learning how oil is formed and processed. **Math and Science Learning Center/Rutgers Science Explorer BLSA-98**

**Rutgers Surgery: On the Cutting Edge**  
Stay sharp! Participate in these fun-for-all-ages surgical activities. **Department of Surgery, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-227**

**Sand Art with Busch Residential Council**  
Layer sand in a bottle to create a colorful Keepsake. **Busch Residential Council BLSA-499**

**Scarlet Shark Tank**  
Spin a word wheel to inspire a business idea and give a short pitch to a student panel. The most impressive pitches win prizes. **Rutgers Entrepreneurial Society BLSA-501**

**School of Health Professions: Alumni Meet and Greet**  
Chat with members of the alumni association and take a shot at winning fun Rutgers prizes. **School of Health Professions Alumni Association BLSA-465**

**School of Health Professions: Games and Giveaways**  
Play horseshoes or a quiz game (and snag some swag) while our enrollment team fills you in on our programs. **Office of Enrollment Management, School of Health Professions BLSA-476**

**School of Public Health Tent**  
Learn how the school improves health and prevents disease in New Jersey and around the world through education, research, and service. **School of Public Health BLSA-103**

**Science Fun with SACNAS**  
Club members spread the word about science, with trivia games, giveaways, and other fun stuff. **Society for the Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science BLSA-488**

**Science Meets Business...FINALLY!**  
Learn how a Rutgers master of business and science degree brings together master’s level study in STEM fields with a business-plus curriculum. **Professional Science Master’s Program BLSA-78**

**Sink Your Teeth into This!**  
Open wide! Dental team members provide tips for improving oral health care. **Allied Dental Education Programs, School of Health Professions BLSA-449**

**Skills of a Surgeon?**  
Steady! Test your surgical skills using a popular game. **Alpha Epsilon Delta, National Premedical Honor Society BLSA-175**

**Solar Observation**  
Take a safe, close-up look at the sun and sunspots through telescopes equipped with solar filters. **Rutgers Astronomical Society BLSA-508**

**Solutions for Our Energy Future**  
Learn why Rutgers is at the forefront of alternative energy research, with expertise in science, engineering, economics, and policy. **Rutgers Energy Institute BLSA-135**

**Spin the Wheel with DECA**  
How well do you know Rutgers? Student business leaders test your knowledge and give out prizes. **Collegiate DECA BLSA-277**

**Startup Station: The Power of Data**  
Learn how to harness market data and other information to launch successful new businesses. **Business Information Technology Society BLSA-500**

**STEAM: The Intersection of the Sciences and the Arts**  
Make your own mathematical string art, explore art via code, and more while exploring the common attributes of both art and science. **STEAM (STEM + Arts) Club BLSA-260**

**Stem Cells and How They Work**  
Ask student scientists about the excitement of stem cell research—plus arts and crafts for kids. **Student Society for Stem Cell Research BLSA-343**

**Strawberry DNA Extraction**  
Extract DNA from strawberries, look at cells under a microscope, and learn about graduate school in the biomedical sciences. **Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences BLSA-154**

**Stuffed Animal Check-Up**  
Assist Rutgers medical students and volunteers with health exams for your favorite (stuffed and) furry friend. **Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project (HIPHOP), Office of Community Health, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School BLSA-343**

**Sweet Stop**  
Try your hand at decorating freshly baked mini cupcakes, with staff on hand to offer tips, techniques, and tasty toppings. **Dining Services BLSA-113**

**Tent of Big Ideas**  
The School of Arts and Sciences has a big presence on Rutgers Day! Experience the breadth and depth of Rutgers’ largest school. Don’t miss short, thought-provoking presentations by distinguished faculty on topics that cover the spectrum of arts and sciences. Pick up a passport, collect stamps from the school’s programs, and win a bag. **School of Arts and Sciences BLSA-89**

**Have a question?** Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Life Sciences Area
Programs listed by start time
10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Hope for Recovery from Spinal Cord Injury 13
Tour the world-class Keck Center where cutting-edge research is bringing hope to people who are paralyzed. Continuous tours will be conducted between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. Meet at the Life Sciences Tent or Keck Center: W.M. Keck Center for Collaborative Neuroscience, Stem Cell Research Center, Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience BLSA-174

10 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 2 p.m.
See the Chemistry Department 16
Wright Riemann Laboratories
Get an insider’s tour of selected laboratories and facilities. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-415

11 a.m.; 1 p.m.; 3 p.m.
Chemistry: Seriously? Should You Be Doing That? 10
Wright Riemann Laboratories Auditorium
Oooh and aaah at the thrills and spills of chemical experiments. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-412

12 p.m. – 2 p.m.
Pheel the Physics! 16
Physics Lecture Hall
Spinning stools and singing bowls: feel various physics phenomena through fun, hands-on activities. Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-194

1 p.m.; 2 p.m.
Inside the Cell Bank 13
Explore the largest university-based cell and DNA repository in the world. Meet at the Life Sciences tent to begin your tour. Rutgers Cell and DNA Repository BLSA-177

2:30 p.m.- 4 p.m.
Phenomenal Faraday Physics 16
Physics Lecture Hall
Laugh, learn, and discover the excitement of science in this popular show for all ages, featuring an exploding hydrogen balloon, a fire extinguisher rocket, and a man on a bed of nails. Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-196

Rutgers Division of Intercollegiate Athletics
Scheduled Games
12 p.m.
Rutgers Men’s Lacrosse vs. Ohio State* 17
High Point Solutions Stadium
Don’t miss the final regular season game of the year against the Ohio State Buckeyes at High Point Solutions Stadium. *Admission required; tickets can be purchased at the ticket windows.

1 p.m.
Rutgers Baseball vs. Michigan
Bainton Field, Livingston Campus
Cheer the Scarlet Knights as they take on Big Ten rival Michigan at Bainton Field. Admission is free.

1 p.m.
Rutgers Softball vs. Michigan State
RU Softball Complex, Livingston Campus
Cheer the Scarlet Knights as they host Michigan State. Admission is free.

The Boggs Center Disability Trivia Prize Wheel 16
Test your disability knowledge in our family-friendly trivia game. The Boggs Center on Developmental Disabilities BLSA-110

The Community Living Education Project 16
Play bingo and learn about services for those who work with and care for the developmentally disabled. Department of Health Systems and Policy, School of Public Health BLSA-272

The Mess and Bliss of Chemistry 16
Learn about the role chemistry plays in your life, from the delectable flavors of ice cream to the unexpected behaviors of liquids and gases. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-411

Toss for Tattoos 16
Solve a simple math problem, toss a ring, and win a tattoo. Great for kids! Association of Latino Professionals for America (ALPFA) BLSA-494

Trash to Treasure with Enactus 16
Create beautiful, unique magnets by quilting with upcycled paper waste and cardboard. Enactus BLSA-369

Travel the World with Global Brigades 16
Learn about the international service work of these globe-trotting students. Fun crafts, too! Global Brigades BLSA-483

Understanding How Cells Work: Proteins 16
Learn how essential proteins work to keep our bodies functioning, through hands-on activities and discussions with club members. Molecular Biology and Biochemistry Society BLSA-268

Valuation Monopoly 16
Play a short n’ sweet version of the classic game to show what you know about business valuation. RU Valuating BLSA-367

Wheel of Fortune: Personal Finance 16
Be smart with your money! Spin the wheel and answer kid-friendly questions about personal finance. Rutgers Personal Finance Club BLSA-386

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).